
Enabling collaboration, productivity, security, 
and business agility for your organization

The nature of work is constantly evolving, and users are 

expected to work securely from anywhere using any device. 

Currently, organizations devote a significant amount of their 

technology budgets to maintain legacy IT systems. 

Employees put a high premium on productivity tools that 

enhance their overall work experience. 
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Businesses say that implementing 
flexible working has made their 
company more productive85%

Businesses say flexible workspaces 
reduce CAPEX/OPEX65%

The Modern Workplace keeps employees connected wherever they are 

and encourage productivity, engagement, and effective collaboration 

over traditional workspaces – all while saving on costs.

Microsoft Modern Workplace 
Solution by Lenovo



LENOVO BRINGS THE MICROSOFT MODERN WORKPLACE TO YOU 

MODERN WORKPLACE CONSULTING

The Microsoft Modern Workplace is designed for an age of flexibility, enabling your employees to work 

from anywhere, using any device while keeping your network secure. Our Microsoft-certified experts work 

with you to understand your current – and – future business needs, providing end-to-end consultation and 

implementation services that help you take full advantage of industry-leading solutions.

Our Lenovo Modern Workplace Practice Lead will assist you to baseline requirements 

and growth needs, charting out  customized recommendations and transition plans to 

enable Modern Deploy and Modern Manage on Microsoft technology stack and device 

management best practices.

ZERO-TOUCH DEPLOYMENT AND CONFIGURATION

Microsoft Windows Autopilot simplifies the way devices get deployed and reset, with 

an experience that is zero-touch for IT and hassle-free for end-users, freeing your teams 

for more challenging work.

TECHNICAL BUILD AND IMPLEMENTATION SERVICES

Post migration of devices from legacy operating systems onto Windows 10 Pro, Lenovo 

helps you go the extra mile by implementing Microsoft Modern Workplace technology 

and practices to scale your infrastructure and processes for maximum productivity, 

business agility, and security. 

EXPERIENCED CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Your project is delivered by Microsoft-certified experts and service delivery teams to 

accelerate time to value. Our services extend beyond technical implementation to the 

stakeholder and end-user, thus ensuring solution benefits are delivered to different user 

groups across your organization.
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MODERN WORKPLACE MANAGED SERVICES BY LENOVO

BUILD A RESILIENT BUSINESS WITH LENOVO’S MICROSOFT 
MODERN WORKPLACE SOLUTION.

Lenovo helps organizations transition from a ‘traditional deploy and manage’ to a ‘modern deploy 

and manage’ model and benefit from lowered TCO, automation agility, cloud, intelligent mobility and 

security solutions that encompass the Microsoft Modern Workplace Solution.

Manage all endpoints - on-premises and 
remote through a single pane of glass

Enable unified endpoint security with zero 
trust security controls

Protect data and ensure devices are 
compliant to control data flow outside 
trusted devices and apps

Proactively improve the user experience 
with the help of integrated endpoint 
analytics

Thus, the Microsoft Modern Workplace Solution by Lenovo helps to improve workplace collaboration 

and productivity, business agility, and reduce IT touch time throughout the asset lifecycle.

SPEAK WITH YOUR LENOVO REPRESENTATIVE 
TO SCHEDULE A WHITEBOARD SESSION

Highly scalable and globally distributed 
modern management service

Maximize value from Microsoft 365 
integrated solutions

On-going patch management and 
continuous service improvement with 
Microsoft technology and best practices
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